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Effective Business Gulf Mastering Leadership
Mark Ackerman, area VP, Middle East & Africa, ServiceNow, outlines the steps to deliver streamlined workflows for business agility ...
How streamlined workflows can help achieve business cohesiveness
Boris Johnson has today been urged by northern leaders to address the "huge gulf" between his levelling-up ambitions and practical policies that will make a difference on the ground.
There's a huge gulf between your levelling-up ambitions and actual policies, northern leaders tell Boris Johnson
By introducing the concept of entrepreneurial leave, it could thus spark the innovative spirit of young Emiratis who are yearning for a challenge.
Entrepreneurial Leave: Here's Why The UAE Should Consider Providing This Offering To Emiratis Employed In The Public Sector
Greer’s Markets, a Gulf Coast chain, is modernizing its stores and increasing its merchandising of fresh produce. In the past, Greer’s, which operates stores in parts of Alabama, Mississippi and ...
Greer’s Markets Perishables Focus
Four communications leaders convened to discuss the essential role of PR in a post-pandemic world. It's been a chaotic 18 months. But comms leaders in the Middle East are optimistic the region is on ...
What next for comms in a post-pandemic Middle East?
As industries around the world increasingly turn towards environmental, social and governance (ESG) strategies to support their recovery from the ...
The Middle East Is Doubling Down On Its ESG Ambitions
New Environmental Protection Minister Tamar Zandberg has announced some lofty goals, including raising the target for renewable energy to 40% by 2030.
New environment minister has ambitious plans for Israel
has launched its exclusive report on corporate stewardship in the Gulf region. The report, titled ‘CEO Perspectives Report: Corporate Stewardship in Times of Crisis’, provides in-depth insights from ...
Corporate stewardship to become necessity to company operations in post-pandemic era, the Pearl Initiative report finds
has launched its exclusive report on corporate stewardship in the Gulf region. The report, titled ‘CEO Perspectives Report: Corporate Stewardship in Times of Crisis’, provides in-depth insights from ...
Corporate stewardship to become necessity for firms’ operations
STB approval of a CN-KCS voting trust would instantly reduce competition, create immediate pressure for downstream consolidation. A CN-KCS combination is not in public interest, w ...
CP Files Reply to CN-KCS Urging STB to Reject CN-KCS’ Voting Trust Proposal
Breakthrough U.S. indoor agriculture company Local Bounti Corporation (Local Bounti) has agreed to go public through a merger with Leo Holdings III Co ...
Local Bounti, Disruptive AgTech Company Redefining the Future of Farming, to Go Public in $1.1B SPAC Deal via Leo Holdings III Corp.
While vaccination programmes have proven to be effective, their implementation ... is vital in order to develop the next generation of leaders. Embracing innovation and building a regional ...
Gulf societies need to scale up on education’s possibilities in a COVID-free world
A truly networked GCC will be the catalyst for exponential progress in business, trade ... risks can be mitigated if foreseen and managed by effective national programmes. This is why the Gulf has ...
Cybersecurity key as the GCC becomes one of world's most digitised economies
A survey by Incorta, a US data analytics company, has revealed the current status, and future, of data analytics in Egypt and the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. The survey took place to ...
Survey reveals current status, future of data analytics in Egypt, GCC: Incorta
At the boat dock in Bayou La Batre, Alabama, shrimp boat Captain Truc Le unties a thick mooring line attached to his blue and white vessel with the name “Lucky Kim” painted on the side.
Vietnamese community emerges among Alabama’s most vaccinated
GPCA was established in 2006 to represent the downstream hydrocarbon industry in the Arabian Gulf. Today, we voice the common interests of more than 250 member companies from the chemical and ...
GPCA: Catalyst for the regional petrochemicals industry
or other leadership roles. Sessions will cover several learning areas: Understanding the Qatari Constitution and national legislation on political campaigning; running an effective campaign ...
HBKU offers training to strengthen Qatari women’s political participation
and key resources the audit function will need to be most effective. The second part of the session delved into the current trends in internal audit. Most Internal Audit leaders believe that ...
IIA Qatar chapter discusses 'future of internal audit' at online event
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)--After six ... in the insurance industry, including leadership roles in Mexico, Colombia, Panama, Turkey and the Gulf. Most recently, he has served as MetLife’s General ...
MetLife Mexico Appoints New General Manager
The roundtable featured an informative session on the state of affairs at the QFC, a leading onshore financial and business centre ... Authority for more effective policies; and carbon pricing ...
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